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Some simple sums (pen and paper allowed)

I In a group of 200 children, 52 are girls. What is the
percentage of girls in the group?

I Along a motorway, there are signs indicating the distance.
What is the distance in meters between the signs of
36,4 km and 37,0 km?

I 1 cm2 = . . . mm2

I A crate contains 24 bottles of softdrink. The contents of
each bottle is 30 cl. How many litres of softdrink is there in
one crate?

I Mother buys 300 grams of meat of € 4, 00 per kg. What is
the price she has to pay?

I 99× 99 =
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Some simple sums (pen and paper allowed)

I Wilco earns € 2000,−. He gets a pay-rise of € 200,−.
Sanne earns € 1500,−. She gets a pay-rise in the same
proportion as Wilco. How much pay-rise does she get?

I A metric ton equals 1000 kg. A streetcar weighs 281
5 tons.

How many kilograms does the streetcar weigh?
I Grandma divides 1

2 litre of milk equally among three
glasses. How much milk will there be in each glass?

I In 1990, 12,03 million passengers took a plane. In 1989
the number of passengers was 10,34 million. What is the
increase?

I Wilma and her two sisters divide € 8, 85 evenly among
each other. How much does each get?
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What do these sums have in common?

I They are taken from a large-scale mathematics test
(written test), called PPON 2004, taken in May 2004
among children in the last grade of primary school (age
group 12 yr)

I They are too difficult for Daan and Sanne

Daan and Sanne are average children in this age group
(average with respect to mathematical abilities).

From this test, it is clear that Daan and Sanne can’t add
(calculate).

So mathematics education in primary schools in The
Netherlands is inadequate in many respects.

In fact, since two years, we have a ‘math war’, with people
blaming new educational methods for the deteriorating of
arithmetical skills in primary schools.
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The Dutch educational system

Age 4 - 12: basisschool (Kindergarten + primary school)

Thereafter splitting into three main streams:
I vmbo (4 years), preparing for mbo (2 years or 4 years)
I havo (5 years), preparing for hbo (Fachhochschule)
I vwo (6 years), preparing for university
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Calculating skills are forever

Once acquired, one never loses the ability to calculate.

Nobody older than 40 years in the audience will have any
problems with the shown sums.

But Daan and Sanne didn’t learn math (arithmetic), in spite of
many, many hours spent in primary school to the subject.

From a recent e-mail from a teacher in professional education
(MBO):

‘Veel leerlingen hebben helemaal geen weet van ons
rekenstelsel en hebben rekenen altijd gezien als gegoochel.
Velen zijn ook van mening dat je rekenen ofwel kan ofwel niet
kan. Van regels e.d. hebben ze nooit gehoord en toepassen is
dan dus ook bijzonder moeilijk.’
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Complaints about the lack of skills in arithmetics

There are numerous complaints on the lack of skills in
arithmetics:

I rapport Onderwijsraad (December, 2006)
I rapport commissie Meijerink (January, 2008)
I rapport commissie Dijsselbloem (February, 2008)
I vmbo, mbo, havo, vwo
I entrance tests pabo
I Fach(hoch)schule (heao, hts, nursing)
I Universität (economical, medical, science and engineering

departments)
I technical and business firms
I rapport Onderwijsinspectie (October 2008)
I KNAW-rapport (November 2009)
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Repairing what went wrong

Nowadays, in secondary school, many hours of mathematics
are spent in crash courses of arithmetic: addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division with integers, decimal numbers and
fractions, and also the metric system.

At the end of secondary school (age 16-18) there will be an
obligatory written exam in arithmetics.
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Why Daan and Sanne can’t add

How could this happen in less than 20 years?

I It is not the fault of the teachers.
I It is not the result of a lack of time.
I It is not caused by ‘realistic’ contexts.

I But it is caused by the ‘new’ teaching methods . . .
I . . . in particular by three didactical myths and five didactical

blunders in these methods.

These didactical myths and blunders are the fruit of 20 years of
innovations in mathematics education.

Driving force behind this process: didacticians, mostly
connected to the Freudenthal Institute of Utrecht University.
Their credo: ‘realistic mathematics education’.
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I . . . in particular by three didactical myths and five didactical

blunders in these methods.

These didactical myths and blunders are the fruit of 20 years of
innovations in mathematics education.

Driving force behind this process: didacticians, mostly
connected to the Freudenthal Institute of Utrecht University.
Their credo: ‘realistic mathematics education’.



Three myths, five blunders

Three myths in the teaching of mathematics:

I Understanding comes first, practising second.
I Students hate practising exercises.
I Students should be stimulated to learn many different

solution strategies and choose by themselves which one to
use in particular instances.

Five didactical blunders:
I ‘Columnwise’ addition (from left to right)
I ‘Columnwise’ subtraction (from left to right)
I ‘Columnwise’ multiplication (writing out fully all partial

products)
I ‘Taking chunks’ (unsystematic repeated subtraction)

instead of standardized long division
I ‘Smart calculation’ (using all kinds of tricks, depending on

the special numbers involved)
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The three myths are anti-didactical

The three myths attest that they are invented by theoreticians
without practical experience as succesful teachers.

They are anti-didactical.

Myth 1. Understanding comes first, practising second.

‘Practising is useless, even harmful, if you don’t understand
what you are doing.’

However, didactical experience in math teaching shows that:
I Understanding is a growing, emerging process.
I Understanding in math grows gradually by doing (lots of)

exercises and by repeated and varied explanations.
I Understanding is a subjective feeling of the student. It is

intimately connected to self-confidence.
I It is nearly impossible to prove that a student ‘understands’

a subject (e.g., long division)
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The three myths are anti-didactical

Myth 2. Students hate practising exercises

However, didactical experience in math teaching shows that:
I Practising is the key to mastering skills, also in math.
I Students are willing to do exercises if they can do them.

The sums should be similar to each other, and fine-tuned
to what the students know.

I Students love doing exercises if they get the feeling that
they really learn something. They are proud if they have
found the right answers.

I Teachers always underestimate the number of (similar)
exercises that are needed to master a subject.
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The three myths are anti-didactical

Myth 3. Students should be stimulated to learn many different
solution strategies and choose by themselves which one to use
in particular instances.

This myth is connected to constructivism, a common, and never
scientifically tested belief among didacticians that students can
only acquire knowledge by constructing it themselves.

However, didactical experience in math teaching shows that:
I Only very gifted students are able and willing to ‘invent’

solution methods.
I The others only get confused by ‘smart’ methods that only

work in special cases.
I They end up in despair, hating math. This already occurs

in grades 1 and 2.
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‘Columnwise’ multiplication (writing out all partial products)



Didactical blunders

‘Taking chunks’(unsystematic repeated subtraction) instead of
standardized long division
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The five blunders are anti-mathematical

The five blunders (columnwise calculation, chunking, ‘smart’
calculation) attest that they are invented by people who are no
mathematicians.

In a mathematical mindset:
I you always strive for efficiency: your methods should be

straightforward, easy to remember and easy to apply.
I you always strive for generality: if possible, your methods

should not be case-dependent, but generally applicable.
I your methods should make students self-confident: they

should get the feeling dat they can do all possible problems
in the subject.

The traditional algorithms for addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division of integers, decimal numbers and
fractions satisfy these requirements.
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The five blunders are anti-mathematical

However, . . .

The new (‘columnwise’ and ‘chunking’) algorithms are only
feasible for calculations with very small numbers.

In many schools, the ‘general’ multiplication and division
algorithms are not treated anymore.

As a consequence, many pupils (and teachers!) even do not
know that there are general and efficient algorithms for
addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of natural
numbers, decimal fractions and rational numbers (fractions)
that always apply, whatever the size of the numbers involved.

Most students (and teachers!) think that calculating with big
numbers (i.e., more than two digits) is very difficult! This is felt
as a persistent calculating problem.
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Persistent calculating problems

To see how ‘realistic mathematics education’ works out in
schools, see the following film, entitled Persistent calculating
problems. In terms of those who made the film, it is an example
of ‘good practice’.

http://www.leraar24.nl//video/1657

However, it is clear that, indeed, these children of 11 years old
still have great problems with elementary arithmetics.

The film also shows that the teacher, and the book-method,
using the ideology of ‘realistic mathematics education’ cannot
help in solving these ‘persistent problems’.

There is no strategy to identify and remediate these problems.
All children are obliged to take part in group discussions. Many
of them do not understand what is going on.
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To see how ‘realistic mathematics education’ works out in
schools, see the following film, entitled Persistent calculating
problems. In terms of those who made the film, it is an example
of ‘good practice’.
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‘Realistic math education’ in practice

From a report of an inspector, cited in the newspaper de
Volkskrant (March 21, 2009), who visited an arbitrary primary
school in Amsterdam:

‘Daar heeft 65 procent van de leerlingen een achterstand van
een à twee jaar met rekenen. Ik heb achterin een klas gezeten,
en dan zie je dat een aantal kinderen helemaal niets doet. Die
zijn opgegeven.

De leerkracht zie je worstelen. Hij geeft een som op en de
leerlingen gaan door elkaar heen roepen wat voor
oplossingsstrategieën er allemaal mogelijk zijn. Sommige
leerlingen komen met zulke bizarre oplossingen, die leerkracht
begrijpt niet eens wat er allemaal gezegd wordt. Slechts op een
paar leerlingen kan hij ingaan.’
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See also . . . (in Dutch)

The website of the Stichting Goed Rekenonderwijs:
http://www.goedrekenonderwijs.nl

My own homepage:
http://www.science.uva.nl/ ∼craats

Vielen Dank!
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